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Abstract
Development of information technology, easy to get from smartphone or personal digital assistant (PDA) influence behavioral users to access information at library, that change behavioral users to access information effect of habit users "Every time with smartphone". Example Users want to get information from book, they will copy or note but now they just take with their smartphone and access information from library they use laptop, gadget which connection internet. This condition a lot of librarian to develop their library became "Digital Library" (DL) and "Institutional Repository" (IR). The goal of DL and IR are to provide information which more easy to access, especially local contents their institution. Exactly, not all libraries provide information of local contents not full text, just give information optional (abstract and some chapter) or give information full text but just read only. The second menu at DL and IR not friendly with users and process retrieve too long time for founded. That phenomena users still contact librarian and came to library to access local contents. Digital Library (DL) and Institutional Repository (IR) is a collection in digital format for knowledge information sharing. The objective of this paper is to explain DL and IR as to assist sharing knowledge information for supporting information literacy at web institutions with explain contents full text local contents, user friendly searching services. This study used web-based of DL and IR institutions by searching on internet and it is qualitative descriptive. The judgment is based on whether the contents are fully texted or not fully texted. The fully texted indicates that the contents can support sharing knowledge or the other way around. It shows that the content of digital library and institutional repository for encouraging is to develop information literacy skill. It can be viewed from digital library and institutional repository as an alternative for supporting information literacy. It can be concluded that digital library and institutional repository must have information literacy
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There are many information resources in the media electronic as digital library, institutional repository, web institution, portal as (library.perbanas.ac.id, digilib.ubaya.ac.id, digilib.wima.ac.id, etc), (pnri.go.id, bi.go.id, garuda.dikti.go.id, etc.), which using to their problem solving users full fill their need information. At fact many students or users to need their information using tool searching which generally used, like google, yahoo, where is the result of resources information less authentic and responsibility because there are many information from individual upload like blog
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spot, social media. Users not using resources information from Digital Library (DL), Institutional Repository (IR), and the other official portal, because they do not familiar, not usually or not know and where is the information available. To find and use the information, someone be required ability information literacy. Information literacy the critical skills issued at behavior searching information, so information literacy skill needed to help students, people, founded the information to decision making their problem.

The purpose of this study is to explain Digital Library (DL) and Institutional Repository (IR) to supporting Information Literacy. The objectives are: 1) To explain a contents of Digital Library (DL) and Institutional Repository (IR) as information to supported information literacy, 2) To evaluate Web of Digital Library and Institutional Repository in term of full text sharing, searching which user friendly, and services. The platform Web of Digital Library and Institutional Repository to support Information Literacy skill was based on qualitative descriptive methodologies. The first objective a qualitative descriptive method to assist a Web of Digital Library and Institutional Repository as knowledge information to supporting information literacy. To accomplish this, results were obtained from searching digital library and institutional repository on internet and open the access of term its are full text sharing, searching which user friendly, and services. The total of web digital library and web institutional repository which search are 10 university. Furthermore the result of access make a tabulation and make a descriptive argument that what is web digital library and web institutional repository supporting a information literacy, finally the make conclusion.

Result
Information literature

Information age faced the complexity information, diverse information with supported by rapid technology advanced bringing on too much information choice, what kind of information, the speed information to update information and development information resources. Information available through book, journal magazine, newspaper, internet, information resources (library, museum, organization, institution) both printed or non printed which are accessible off line and on line. So needed skill to find information which their need. Its skill is Information Literacy. Information Literacy is ability that must have by individual for using information to decision their problem. Definition of Information Literacy shows needed information, finding information, retrieve, evaluating and use information, as described by definition at bellow: 1) Association of College and Research Libraries/ACRL. "Information Literacy is the set of skills needed to find, retrieve, analyze, and use information", 2) CILIP's Council in 2004 "to be able to identify, locate, evaluate, and effectively use that information for the issue or problem at hand", 3) SUNY Council of Library Directors, Information Literacy Initiative Committee, Final Report, September 30, 1997) "Information Literacy constitutes the abilities to recognize when information is needed and to locate, evaluate, effectively use, and communicate information in its various formats"

The skill that are required to be information literate (cilip's council, 2004) is a need for information, the resources available, how to find information, the need to evaluate results, how to work with or exploit results, ethics and responsibility of use, how to communicate or share your findings, how to manage your findings, and information literate individual is able to (the association of college and research library association, 2000) are determine the extent of information needed, access the needed
information effectively and efficiently, evaluate information and its sources critically, incorporate selected information into one's knowledge base, use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose, understand the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information, and access and use information ethically and legally.

When we have the skill of information literacy, we will competence information useful, because information useful can to improve the develop cognitive learning, process, revise, analyzing, reflecting and evaluating. The importance of literacy information The Presidential Committee on Information Literacy The American Library Association (January 10, 1989, Washington, D.C.) says "Ultimately, information literate people are those who have learned how to learn. They know how to learn because they know how knowledge is organized, how to find information, and how to use information in such a way that others can learn from them. They are people prepared for lifelong learning, because they can always find the information needed for any task or decision at hand." Not just for people prepared life long learning but for student, professionals in the workplace being information literacy improve their quality of life and work. Information literacy is interwoven with technology skills to use computer, software, internet, searching database e-journal, e-book, e-resources which available at web, sites, digital library, and repository.

Digital library

(Lynch & Hector, 1995) digital library is "systems providing a community of users with coherent access to a large, organized repository of information and knowledge" this is shows that digital library is organized information become knowledge. Many of contents of digital library are management knowledge which setting by owner to share for users to order give easy access library contents as information to support learning. Generally the contents of library are News library activity, Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC), Collections (e-Journal, book, magazine, news paper), local contents (Theses, Dissertation, paper, etc).

Institutional repository

Raym Crow The case for institutional repositories: a SPARC position paper. 2002. Draft. Institutional repositories: "digital collections that preserve and provide access the intellectual output of an institution." The elements of IR are Institutionally defined: Content (generated by the community); Scholarly content: (published articles, books, book sections, preprints, and working papers, conference papers, enduring teaching materials, student theses, data-sets, etc); Cumulative & perpetual: preserve ongoing access to material; Interoperable & open access: free, online, global; utilizing standards: (OAI, Dublin Core etc).

Contents digital library and institutional repository are digital information as knowledge management which sharing to use technology. This distributed information environment is populated by silos of: full-text repositories maintained by commercial and professional society publishers; preprint servers and Open Archive Initiative (OAI) provider sites; specialized Abstracting and Indexing (A & I) services; publisher and vendor vertical portals; local, regional, and national online catalogs; Web search and meta search engines; local e-resource registries and digital content databases; campus institutional repository systems; and learning management systems (Miscoho, 2005).
Sharing information for local contents on Digital Library (DL) and Institutional Repository (IR) to supporting Information Literacy depend on institutions policy. Two out of ten universities that using open access. That universities are Petra Christian University and STIESIA. Generally they just sharing abstract and UPN University must type a code, so just members can access.

Conclusion

Contents of Digital library and Institutional Repository there are many information which using reference to needed information by student and people, so its are resources information which material to improve information literacy, as (Stubbings & Boden, 2006) at their paper explain that digital library and institutional repository can supporting information literacy, as Similarly there are many information literacy websites across the world, such as: 1) The European network for Information Literacy, the Information Literacy Links website maintained by Council of Australian University Librarians and the National Forum on Information Literacy The result being that there is a plethora of information on IL scattered and housed in various locations. 2) The CILIP CSG Information Literacy group supported this recommendation and therefore decided to take a lead role in the development of such a resource. However the CILIP CSG Information Literacy group wanted to widen the remit of the portal, so that the it catered not only for the higher education sector, but for all sectors within the library community, e.g. schools, NHS, public and government libraries etc. 3) Development of the UK Information Literacy website Discussions on the feasibility of a national resource took place with representatives from several of the CILIP specialist interest groups, SCONUL, the HEA-ICS, Schools Library Group, NIACE, Learning to Learn. Chris Powis and Sheila Webber. All were in agreement that a UK website could be core to future IL developments within the library community and agreed to take part or support the development of a UK Information Literacy website
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